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On MAPE-R as a measure of cross-sectional estimation
and forecast accuracy 1
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Both demographers and economists evaluate the accuracy of their respective forecasts with measures
like mean square error, root mean square error, mean absolute percent error, and mean algebraic percent error. However, demographers tend to approach the issue of forecasting very differently than do economists.
Two of the distinctive features of the demographic tradition are the use of the cohort-component method
(instead of time-series models) and an emphasis on cross-sectional forecasts (instead of forecasts aggregated over time). From the perspective of this demographic tradition, we examine “MAPE-R” (Mean
Absolute Percent Error-Rescaled), a recently developed measure of accuracy designed to overcome shortcomings noted in “MAPE” (Mean Absolute Percent Error), a measure commonly used to evaluate the
accuracy of population estimates and forecasts. We show that MAPE-R can be calculated simply, thus
overcoming the cumbersome calculation procedure used in its introduction and noted as a feature needing
correction. We find this closed form expression for MAPE-R to be a member of the family of power
mean-based accuracy measures. This enables it to be placed in relation to other members of this family,
which includes HMAPE (Harmonic Mean Absolute Percent Error), GMAPE (Geometric Mean Absolute
Percent Error), and MAPE. Given that MAPE-R was designed to be robust in the face of outliers, it is not
surprising to find that it is a valid estimator of the median of the distribution(s) generating the absolute
percent errors. Simulation studies suggest that MAPE-R is a far more efficient estimator of this median
than MEDAPE (Median Absolute Percent Error). Because the Box-Cox transformation on which MAPER depends is known to be unstable, we suggest that this represents a line of further research into GMAPE,
which, like MAPE-R, is subject neither to the shortcomings observed for MAPE nor to the instability of
the Box-Cox transformation. While further lines of research are called for, nothing in our examination of
MAPE-R here rules out its use. It also meets the National Research Council’s major criteria as a summary
measure of accuracy. It is subject to some cautions, but these are no more restrictive than those affecting
other accuracy measures, many of which are widely used and have been for some years.

1 The views expressed in this paper are those of the authors and not necessarily those of the US Census
Bureau or the University of California Riverside. An earlier version of this paper was presented at the 2004
meeting of the Southern Demographic Association, Hilton Head, South Carolina., October 14th–16th. We
are grateful for comments provided by Tom Bryan, Jeff Tayman, Charlie Barr, Zhenlin Yang, and Tucker
McElroy as well as comments and suggestions provided by the editorial staff of the Journal of Economic
and Social Measurement and anonymous reviewers.

0747-9662/07/$17.00  2007 – IOS Press and the authors. All rights reserved
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1. Introduction
Both demographers and economists evaluate the accuracy of their respective forecasts with measures like mean square error, root mean square error, mean absolute
percent error, and mean algebraic percent error [1,2]. However, demographers tend
to approach the issue of forecasting differently than do economists. Two of the
distinctive features of the demographic tradition are the use of the cohort-component
method (instead of time-series models) and an emphasis on cross-sectional forecasts
(instead of forecasts aggregated over time). The distinctly different demographic
tradition means, among other things, that turning points in a time-series and the
relative accuracy of change versus absolute levels in a time-series are less important
to demographers than to economists, even though both use similar (if not the same)
software packages and often employ similar (if not the same) language in discussing
forecasts and their accuracy. Thus, in this paper, we discuss accuracy not from
the perspective of a time-series, but from the perspective of cross-sectional data.
However, we argue that the specific measure of accuracy we discuss (MAPE-R) has
applicability beyond the demographic perspective.
One characteristic that demographers share with economists is a healthy dose of
criticism for their inaccurate estimates and forecasts, with forecasts taking the brunt
of the criticism [3–9]. A measure of accuracy commonly used by demographers
to evaluate cross-sectional population estimates and forecasts is the Mean Absolute
Percent Error (MAPE) [1,10–24]. It is a demonstration of MAPE’s ubiquity that it is
often found in software packages (e.g., SAS, Autobox, Nostradamus, ezForecaster,
SmartForecast) that are used not only by demographers, but by economists and others.
However, Swanson, Tayman, and Barr [25] argued that MAPE exaggerates error and,
as such, tends to contribute to a perception of inaccurate estimates and forecasts.
That MAPE is subject to overstating error because of the presence of extreme
outliers has long been known and attempts to constrain the effect of outliers have
taken several paths: (1) by controlling variables, such as population size; (2) by
using a more resistant summary of the distribution like a median; or (3) by trimming
the tail of the distribution. However, as Swanson, Tayman, and Barr [25] argued,
outliers do inform the improvement of population estimates and forecasts, which is
the primary reason they introduced MAPE-R (MAPE-Rescaled). Eliminating outliers
removes information and MAPE-R was designed to preserve such information by
“normalization” rather than elimination. The normalization is intended to keep all of
the observations in the analysis while mitigating the effects of outliers.
This paper derives a closed-form expression for MAPE-R and finds it to be a
member of the family of power mean-based accuracy measures. These means, when
applied to absolute percent errors, include the familiar MAPE, the geometric mean
absolute percent error (GMAPE), and the minimum and maximum absolute percent
errors. In addition, the harmonic mean absolute percent error (HMAPE) is a member
of this family. An infinite number of these power means exists. An important property
that power means possess is that they are in the same units as their arguments. All
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of the above-mentioned error measures can be interpreted as percentages. MAPE-R
has the distinction of having a data-dependent power. The upshot is that MAPE-R is
really a known estimator of the underlying median of the APE distribution based on
the Box-Cox transformation [26,27].
Given that MAPE-R was designed to be robust in the face of outliers and that it
estimates the underlying median of the APE distribution, it is natural to examine its
relation to MEDAPE (Median Absolute Percent Error). Simulations of a lognormal
distribution and of lognormal mixtures suggest that MAPE-R is a far more efficient
estimator of the underlying median than MEDAPE. However, in two of the three
scenarios studied, GMAPE, the maximum likelihood estimator of the median of a
lognormal distribution [28, p. 220], was even more efficient. This finding suggests
that both MAPE-R and GMAPE are useful accuracy measures. Further research
is needed to find the circumstances in which MAPE-R is superior to GMAPE and
vice versa. This research will also require developing greater understanding of the
processes generating estimates errors.

2. Attributes of summary measures
MAPE is simple to calculate and easy to understand, which attest to its popularity,
but according to the National Research Council [6] any summary measure of error
should meet five basic criteria – measurement validity, reliability, ease of interpretation, clarity of presentation, and support of statistical evaluation. MAPE is easy to
present and interpret, but its reliability and validity are questionable. Simple percent
differences are affected by the size of the base, which varies widely in small area
estimates and forecasts. And the distribution of absolute percent errors is most often
asymmetrical and right skewed. Therefore, the mean, as a summary measure, can
dramatically overstate error.
Although the wisdom of a single-minded focus on accuracy has been questioned [7,
8,29,30], it is widely acknowledged that accuracy is fundamental to estimates and
forecasts and their evaluation [1,30–32].
Two important properties of a good summary measure are resistance and robustness [33,34]. A measure is resistant if a small subset of the population or sample does
not have a disproportionate effect on its value. Resistant measures focus on the main
body of the data with little effect from outliers. The median is such a measure; MAPE
is not because only a few outliers can dominate it. A related concept is robustness,
which is a measure’s insensitivity to violations of assumptions underlying it, such
as the distributional shape of the observations. Hoaglin, Mosteller, and Tukey [35,
p. 283] argue that a good summary measure should be close to the true value for
many distributions. Because MAPE is a mean, extreme observations have unbounded influence: in the limit, MAPE can become infinite as the result of an infinite
error. MAPE is, therefore, not robust. In practice, because MAPE is computed using
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nonnegative observations, it will increase as its underlying error distribution becomes
more asymmetric and right-skewed.
In a symmetric distribution, estimates of central tendency are similar or extremely
close in value, including the mean, median, mode, and mid-mean (the mean of the
central half of the distribution). If the distribution of absolute percent errors (APEs)
is symmetric, MAPE is a valid measure of location because it neither overstates nor
understates the level of error. It also makes use of all observations and has the smallest
variability from sample to sample [36]. However, most empirical APE distributions
are not symmetric because they are bounded absolutely on the left by zero and are
unbounded on the right. Thus, APE distributions are right-skewed, with the degree
of skewness determined by the number and values of outliers.
To address the effect of a right-skewed distribution on MAPE, Swanson, Tayman,
and Barr [25] first identified conditions under which the APE distribution should
be normalized, using guidelines developed by Emerson and Stoto [37, p. 125].
They showed how the Box-Cox transformation could be used to effect a normalized
APE distribution and then introduced MAPE-T (MAPE-Transformed) as a summary
measure of accuracy for this normalized distribution. The normalized distribution
considers the entire data series, but assigns a proportionate amount of influence to
each case through normalization, thereby reducing the otherwise disproportionate
effect of outliers on a summary measure of error. Because MAPE-T was, essentially,
located in a different scale of measurement than the original APEs, Swanson, Tayman,
and Barr [25] applied an estimate of the inverse of the Box-Cox transformation to
rescale MAPE-T back into the original unit of measurement, and termed this final
result, “MAPE-R.” They also noted that the rescaling of MAPE-T into MAPE-R was
awkward and, as such, an impediment to the use of MAPE-R. This paper provides a
much simpler procedure for rescaling MAPE-T into MAPE-R using the exact inverse
of the Box-Cox transformation. This, in turn, leads to the closed-form expression for
MAPE-R.

3. Generating MAPE-T: Transformation and symmetry
To test if a set of APEs should be transformed to symmetry, Swanson, Tayman,
and Barr [25] used a set of guidelines suggested by Emerson and Stoto [37, p. 125]:
If the (absolute) ratio of the largest value to the smallest value exceeds 20, then
transformation is useful. If the ratio is less than two, the transformation may not be
useful. A ratio between 2 and 20 is indeterminate. When the guidelines indicate a
potentially useful transformation of APEs to a symmetrical distribution, the transformation is assumed to be successful when the average of the new distribution does not
overstate or understate the error level, but uses all observations. In this situation, the
observations receive nearly equal weights, close to 1/n, while the resulting average
remains intuitively interpretable and clear in its presentation.
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To change the shape of a distribution efficiently and objectively and to achieve
parity for the observations, Swanson, Tayman, and Barr [25] used the Box-Cox
transformation to render symmetric the APE distribution. The Box-Cox transformation is defined as:1


y = xλ − λ /λ for λ = 0; or
(1a)
y = ln (x), for λ = 0,

(1b)

where x is the absolute percent error: 100 * | (estimate or forecast) – “truth”| /
“truth”;
y is the transformed observation (all of which are then averaged to form “MAPE-T,”
the transformed MAPE); and
λ is the power of transformation.
One determines λ by maximizing the log-likelihood function


n
n


2
 (λ) = − (n/2) × ln (1/n)
(yi − ȳ) + (λ − 1) ×
ln xi
(2)
i=1

i=1

where
n is the sample size;
yi is transformed observation i;
ȳ is the mean of the transformed observations; and
xi is original observation i.
The optimal λ minimizes the sum of the squared transformed differences
embedded 2 in the log-likelihood (or, equivalently, likelihood) function and maximizes the likelihood that the transformed data come from a symmetric normal distri3
bution
  [26, p. 215]. The result is the reduction of the absolute value of skewness,
1 n
3
 n i=1 (yi − ȳ) , to nearly zero. Values of λ > 1 eliminate negative skewness,
while values of λ, 0 < λ < 1, eliminate positive skewness [38, p. 68]. It should
be noted that the optimal λ does not guarantee symmetry, but, rather, it generates
the transformation power most likely to yield a symmetric normal distribution. A
possible complication is that the transformed distribution’s kurtosis may significantly
depart from that of the normal distribution, leading to rejection of tests for normality.
1 Box and Cox [26] used 1 in their original development to assure continuity in λ when λ = 0. As
Appendix A below shows, the difference is immaterial to the development of MAPE-R.

n





n

1/n

λ
is, λ minimizes
(zi − z̄)2 , where zi = xλ
x
is the
i ẋ , where ẋ =
i=1
i=1 i
geometric mean of the xi .
3 The Box-Cox transformation is really a quasi-maximum likelihood estimator because the lefttruncation of the transformed variables at zero eliminates the possibility that they truly come from a
normal distribution, which can take on all real values, including non-positive ones [43].
2 That
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In their preliminary tests, Swanson, Tayman, and Barr [25] noted that their modified
Box-Cox transformation not only compressed very large values, but also increased
values greater than one in skewed distributions where λ was relatively small – less
than 0.4, for example. This property illustrated how this transformation was more
effective in achieving a symmetrical distribution than simpler, nonlinear functions
that only increased original values of less than one. Because many estimation errors
are greater than one percent, the modified Box-Cox equations not only lowered
extremely high values toward the body of the data, but also raised relatively low
values.
The transformed APE distribution has a potential disadvantage: the transformed
observations have a different unit of measurement that is difficult to interpret [37,
p. 124]. This is because MAPE-T is generated by the APE i , raised to a power, where i
indexes the cross-sectional units, to obtain the transformed APE i (APETi ). Because
MAPE-T is measured in terms of a power of a percentage, intuitive understanding is
lost along with the ability to make clear and appropriate interpretations. This is not a
trivial issue. As mentioned earlier, the National Research Council [6] states that an
error measure must have clarity of presentation.
It is easier to think of estimation error in terms of percentages than, for example,
log-percentages or square root-percentages. Interpretation may be impeded if the
modified Box-Cox transformation is used because it is even less intuitive than simpler
transformations, such as the natural log and square root. In addition to reflecting
a new unit of measurement, the average error of the transformed distribution may
reflect a new scale that further complicates clear understanding and interpretation of
error.

4. A simple way to Rescale MAPE-T into MAPE-R
As noted by Swanson, Tayman, and Barr [25], their method of rescaling MAPE-T
into MAPE-R was cumbersome and they recommended additional research into the
possibility that this could be done in a single step. Here we report on just such a
procedure. 4 After the distribution of absolute percent errors is transformed, we show
that only a simple procedure is required to determine the need for re-expression into a
measure in the same units as the original APEs. This is done by applying the inverse
Box-Cox transformation to MAPE-T:
MAPE-R = [(λ · MAPE-T + λ)]1/λ .

(3)

As can be seen in a comparison with the procedure introduced by Swanson et
al. [25, p. 199], the procedure represented by Eq. (3) is much simpler.
4 Swanson,

Tayman, and Barr [25] used regression to estimate the inverse.
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Appendix A shows that Eq. (3) leads to the closed-form expression for MAPE-R:
1 n
APEλi
i=1
n

1/λ

= Mn[λ] (APE)

(4)

1/p
 
[p]
where Mn (a) = n1 ni=1 api
is the pth power mean of the vector a =
(a1 ,. . . an ) and APE is the vector of the APE i .

5. Characterization of MAPE-R and the power means
The power means are generalizations of the familiar arithmetic mean. Many
accuracy measures can be expressed in terms of power means. Important special
[−∞]
cases of the power means include the minimum, M n
(a) = min (a1 , . . . , an ),
n

[−1]
[0]
−1
the harmonic mean, M n (a) = n
a
,
the
geometric
mean M n (a) =
i=1 i

1/n
[1]
n
n
( i=1 ai ) , the arithmetic mean, M n (a) = n1 i=1 ai , the root mean square,
n
[2]
[∞]
1
2
(a) = max (a1 , . . . , an ). In
Mn (a) =
i=1 ai , and the maximum, M n
n
terms of estimates error, these can be used to define the minimum absolute percent
error (MINAPE), the harmonic mean absolute percent error (HMAPE), the geometric
mean absolute percent error (GMAPE), the familiar mean absolute percent error
(MAPE), the root mean square percent error (RMSPE) and the maximum absolute
percent error (MAXAPE).
The power means have the relationship
Mn[p] (a)  Mn[q] (a)

(5)

for p < q, with equality obtaining if and only if the a i are identical [39, p. 85]. This
relationship can be applied to estimates error as
MINAPE  HMAPE  GMAPE  MAPE-R  MAPE 
RMSPE  MAXAPE

(6)

for 0 < λ < 1, and
MINAPE  HMAPE  GMAPE  MAPE  MAPE-R  MAXAPE
for λ > 1, with equalities holding if and only if the APE i are identical.5
5 The

relationship between MAPE-R and RMSPE depends on the exact value of λ.

(7)
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5.1. Perfect estimates
An estimate (or forecast) for an area is perfect if it exactly equals the quantity it
estimates. For our purposes, this means at least one of the APE i is zero, an assumption
maintained throughout this section in addition to the assumption that all APE i are
nonnegative. This complicates the use of the power means and the derivation of
MAPE-R, as the former are not defined for negative, noninteger powers and the latter
always requires positive arguments. 6 These problems are considered separately.
Power Means. Appendix B shows that, for non positive p, the power means are all
zero. That is,
Mn[p] (a) = 0 for all p  0.

(8)

Let a = (a1 , . . . , am ) be the vector of positive a i . (The ordering is unimportant.)
 1/p [p] 
[p]
Then, Appendix B shows that M n (a) = m
Mm (a ) > 0 for positive, finite
n
[∞]
[∞]

p, with Mn (a) = Mm (a ) = max (a) = max (a ). Inequality (3) continues to
hold for positive p and q with equalities obtaining if and only if the a i are identical,
so that
0 = MINAPE = HMAPE = GMAPE < MAPE  MAXAPE

(9)

with MAPE = MAXAPE if and only if the positive APE i are identical.
MAPE-R. This measure is complicated by the nonexistence of the Box-Cox transformation when one of the quantities to be transformed is zero per footnote 6. A
cure for this is to add a positive quantity, smaller than MINAPE, to each of the
APEi . However, the resulting value of MAPE-R will depend on this quantity. 7 This
quantity, however, will not affect the skewness of the augmented APE i , so that
0 = MINAPE = HMAPE = GMAPE < MAPE-R  MAPE  MAXAPE (10)
for 0 < λ < 1, and
0 = MINAPE = HMAPE = GMAPE < MAPE  MAPE-R  MAXAPE (11)
for λ > 1, with equalities to the right of GMAPE holding if and only if the positive
APEi are identical.
6 This can be seen in Footnote # 3, where the geometric mean of the x is used as a divisor. This results
i
in division by zero. Alternatively, the log-likelihood Eq. (2) uses logarithms. The logarithm of zero is
undefined.
7 This results from the Box-Cox transformation’s lack of scale invariance [44, p. 308].
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6. What is MAPE-R estimating?
MAPE-R can be understood by looking at the λth power mean of a randomly
n
generated i.i.d. sample. Let x = {x i }i=1 be a vector of n i.i.d. random variables. Collins [27, p. 270] shows that the median of the probability density function
[λ]
generating the x i can be estimated by M n (x).8 In fact, this result is true of any
sample of independent observations, even when they are not identically distributed.
Thus, MAPE-R is an estimator of the median of the distribution (or mixture of dis[λ]
tributions) generating the APEs. The statistic M n (x) is a member of a family of
statistics used for the construction of confidence intervals for the median of the distribution generating the x i [27,40, p. 270]. Unfortunately, we have reason to believe
the APEs are non-i.i.d. (in particular, nonidentically distributed, a motivation for the
development of MAPE-R), and, consequently, we will not pursue the construction
of confidence intervals here. However, it is worthwhile to examine the relationship
between MAPE-R and MEDAPE. To do this we run simulations. Before we turn to
the results of these simulations, it is useful to note that the MEDAPE for the data
found in Swanson, Tayman and Barr [25] data is 4.1902754, while MAPE-R for
the same data is 4.0475640, a relative difference of about 3.5 percent (compared to
a relative difference of about 20 percent between MAPE-R and MAPE, which is
5.0678707). For the record, GMAPE is 3.6060293.

7. Simulation results and analysis
To further understand the behavior of MAPE-R, we ran three simulations. These
simulations used one or more lognormal distributions to generate the APEs. The
choice of the lognormal distribution was driven by analysis suggesting that the data
of Swanson, Tayman, and Barr [25] are lognormally distributed. Lognormal mixtures
generate nonidentically distributed data. Each simulation used 10,000 trials. Three
statistics on these distributions were generated and compared: MAPE-R, MEDAPE
and GMAPE, the maximum likelihood estimator of the median of the lognormal
distribution. The lognormal distribution with parameters µ and σ is the (natural)
exponent of a normal distribution with mean µ and standard deviation σ. Its median
is simply exp(µ). Throughout the rest of this section, we will use the notation LN(µ,
σ) to represent this lognormal variable.
8 The authors would like to thank Zhenlin Yang for pointing out this property. The explanation is that the
transformed data are symmetric normal (or approximately so) so that the average of the transformed data
is an estimator of their population mean. By symmetry, the median coincides with the mean. Applying
the inverse Box-Cox transformation then preserves the quantiles in that a one-to-one mapping exists.
[λ]
Therefore, Mn (x) estimates the median of the xi . Since the transformation is nonlinear, no such
mapping for moments exists.
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Table 1
Simulation Results Using Lognormal Errors

Average Error
Mean Squared Error
M
t

λ̂
−0.0008094
0.0149841893
14
(0.7872)
−0.66119
(0.5085)

MAPE-R
0.01335276
0.0237729376
49
(0.3320)
8.692457
(<0.0001)

MEDAPE
0.01738933
0.0324758207
37
(0.4654)
9.694212
(<0.0001)

GMAPE
0.0123594
0.0204096235
83
(0.0989)
8.683391
(<0.0001)

Note: Two-sided p-values are in parentheses.
Table 2
Simulation Results Using a Lognormal Mixture with Unequal Variances
Average Error
Mean Squared Error
M
t

λ̂
−0.0010612
0.00834085838
−93
(0.0643)
−1.16201
(0.2453)

MAPE-R
0.02373321
0.0493824757
33
(0.5157)
10.74087
(<0.0001)

MEDAPE
0.03049062
0.0600291516
102
(0.0424)
12.54159
(<0.0001)

GMAPE
0.02621021
0.0529925467
25
(0.6241)
11.45974
(<0.0001)

Note: Two-sided p-values are in parentheses.
Table 3
Simulation Results Using a Lognormal Mixture with Unequal Medians
Average Error
Mean Squared Error
M
t

λ̂
−0.0004538
0.00690147439
−13
(0.8026)
−0.54621
(0.5849)

MAPE-R
0.0781274
0.434510459
−64
(0.2041)
11.93586
(<0.0001)

MEDAPE
0.1196514
0.698482305
−39
(0.4413)
14.4649
(<0.0001)

GMAPE
0.06031024
0.311951985
−2
(0.9761)
10.86106
(<0.0001)

Note: Two-sided p-values are in parentheses.

Simulation 1 uses the distribution LN(0, 1). Simulation 2 uses a lognormal mixture
with equal µ and unequal σ. In this simulation, each APE has equal probabilities
(50%) of being drawn from either LN(0, 1) or LN(0, 2). Simulation 3 uses a lognormal
mixture with unequal µ and equal σ. Each APE has a 50% probability of being
drawn from LN(0, 1) or LN(1, 1). In each case, the population λ equals 0. Tables
1–3 report the results of Simulations 1-3, respectively. They show the average error
(AE), mean squared error (MSE), McNemar’s M statistic for median-bias and the t
statistic for mean-bias, along with the p-values for the bias statistics. Median-bias is
actually an older concept than mean-bias, the now ordinary definition of bias. If an
estimator is median-unbiased, then it has equal probabilities of being above or below
the parameter. A desirable property of any estimator is that it be both mean- and
median-unbiased.
All of the simulations show that MEDAPE is the worst performing estimator of the
median of distribution generating the APEs. In every case, MEDAPE has the highest
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AE and MSE. While every estimator is mean-biased, MEDAPE is median-biased in
Simulation 2, unlike MAPE-R and GMAPE. As expected, in Simulation 1, GMAPE
is the best performing estimator with the lowest AE and MSE. However, GMAPE is
median-biased, while MAPE-R is not. In Simulation 2, MAPE-R is the best estimator
with lowest AE and MSE. GMAPE wins Simulation 3 with the lowest AE and MSE.
Note that Simulation 3’s MSEs are an order of magnitude larger than those of the
other simulations.
The simulations show that both GMAPE and MAPE-R are viable estimators of the
underlying median APE. Their superior performance vis- à-vis MEDAPE results from
their use of information in the whole sample, while MEDAPE use only the single
observation in the middle. GMAPE and MAPE-R show evidence of differential
superiority: one works better in some situations than others. More research, both
theoretical and empirical, is needed on the distributions of estimates errors to better
inform the choice between them.
It is important to note that, for fixed λ = 0, GMAPE = MAPE-R. So, if estimates
errors can be shown to be lognormally distributed, then GMAPE is not only an
intuitively understandable accuracy measure, but also one that can be interpreted in
terms of the error distribution itself.

8. Discussion
In this paper we have provided a simple means of calculating MAPE-R, thus
removing a major barrier to its use noted by Swanson, Tayman, and Barr [25]. We
also find that MAPE-R is not only a member of the family of power means, but that it
estimates the same quantity that MEDAPE estimates. When λ is fixed at 0, MAPER coincides with GMAPE, the maximum likelihood estimator of the median of a
lognormal distribution. 9 We also note that MAPE-R represents a possible paradox
in that it is a power mean-based accuracy measure only in the formal sense, as it
estimates the median, a quantile and not a power mean, of the APE distribution. This
occurs because the data determine the power λ needed to induce symmetry in the
APE-T and the transformation is inverted back to the original scale, an operation that
preserves quantiles, but not moments.
Andrews [41] found evidence of instability in the Box-Cox transformation. This,
in turn, suggests an examination of the relationship between MAPE-R and GMAPE,
a measure that is not based on the Box-Cox transformation, but, importantly, one
that satisfies nearly all of the National Research Council’s [6] criteria for an accuracy
statistic. Moreover, GMAPE is insensitive to the direction of error. GMAPE,
however, has a cost in that it cannot deal with perfect estimates. The reason for
9 Relative advantages and disadvantages of accuracy measures are discussed in a demographic context
by Swanson, Tayman, and Barr [25], Tayman and Swanson [9], and Tayman, Swanson, and Barr [32].
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this is that its influence function diverges at zero. Except for this instance, and the
fact that its interpretation is less straightforward than either MAPE or MAPE-R [6],
it is a reliable and useful accuracy measure. Among related avenues of research
would be to estimate absolute percentage error distributions as lognormal mixtures
to determine if multiple error generation processes are present.
While further lines of research are called for, nothing in our examination of MAPER here suggests that it should not be used. It is now less cumbersome to calculate
and, as such, more accessible. It also meets the National Research Council’s major
criteria as a summary measure of accuracy. Like other measures, it is subject to
some cautions, but these are no more restrictive than those affecting other measures,
many of which are widely used and have been for some years [11,15,20,24,42]. We
conclude by noting that with the appropriate considerations that MAPE-R may also
be of interest to those who approach forecasting from the economic perspective rather
than the demographic one.
Appendix A: Exact derivation of MAPE-R
MAPE-R is constructed by averaging the generalized Box-Cox transformations of
the APEi , then applying the inverse transformation to this average. The generalized
Box-Cox transformation is
yi = f (xi , c) =

xλ
i −c
λ

λ = 0
log xi λ = 0

for all c and for all x i > 0. The base of the logarithm is unimportant. The inverse
transformation is defined as

(λyi + c)1/λ λ = 0
−1
.
xi = f (yi , c) =
exp yi
λ=0
Here, f (APEi ) is set equal to APE-Ti , the transformed APE i . MAPE-T, the mean
of the APE-Ti , is defined for λ* = 0, where λ* is the optimal value of the Box-Cox
transformation parameter, as

MAPE − T =

1
n

n

i=1

(APEi )

λ∗

−c

λ∗

MAPE-R is thus
∗

MAPE − R = f −1 (MAPE − T, c) = (λ∗ MAPE − T + c)1/λ

1/λ∗
n
λ∗
1 
 n
1/λ∗
(APE
)
−
c
i

 ∗ n i=1

∗
∗
1
λ
=
+ c
=
(APEi )
= Mn[λ ] (APE) .
λ

λ∗
n i=1
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When λ∗ = 0, either the Box-Cox transformation or the 0 th power mean can be used
to obtain GMAPE.
This derivation also shows that MAPE-R is the quasi-arithmetic non-symmetric
mean of APE using f [39, p. 75].
Appendix B: Power means with zero arguments
This has several cases, which are considered in turn. All the a i are assumed
nonnegative, while at least one a i is assumed to be zero. We will use the vector of
positive ai , a = (a1 , . . . , am ). (The ordering is unimportant.)
Positive p:
Case 1a: p = ∞:
[∞]
(a ) = max (a ) ,
Mn[∞] (a) = max (a , 0n−m ) = Mm

where 0n−m is the vector of zeroes in a. Thus, the inclusion of a zero a i has no effect
on the definition of this power mean.
Case 1b: 0 < p < ∞:
1/p  1 m   p 1/p
 n
= n j=1 aj
Mn[p] (a) = n1 i=1 api
=



m 1
n m

m   p 1/p  m 1/p [p] 
=
Mm (a )
j=1 aj
n

Nonpositive p:
Case 2a: p = 0:
n
Mn[0] (a) =

i=1

ai

1/n

=0

because at least one of the a i = 0.
Case 2b: p = −∞:
Mn[−∞] (a) = min (a1 , . . . , an ) = 0
because at least one of the a i = 0.
Case 2c: -∞ < p < 0:
This case requires the most care, as calculations are performed directly on the
[p]
expression for M n (a).
Mn[p] (a) =

 1 n
n

i=1

api

1/p

1/p

=∞

= 0.

The second equality results from raising zero to a negative power. The last equality
follows from raising infinity to a negative power.
[p]
Cases 2a-c combine to show that M n (a) = 0 for all p  0.
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